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Chennai’s trees
deserve better care

W

orld-over, accepted standards directing the management of roadside greenery
include guidelines around the
preferred species or shapes of
trees grown. These primarily
refer to the design of space created and managed by humans.
When it comes to an already
mature ecosystem of trees or
a green patch that is integral to its surrounding natural
landscape, these standards are
understandably more stringent
in their sensitivity to preserving
existing environs. The question
arises – how are we addressing
this in the gracious city of
Madras that is Chennai?
Over the last 15 years,
Chennai has seen an indiscriminate felling of mature
trees, little to no health supervision of our greenery as well as
rampant tree abuse, including
nailing boards onto tree trunks

and winding cables and lights
around them – this, even as
NGOs working in tree conservation have been reiterating
that the city needs a periodic
tree census and a continued
health management system for
mature trees. The latest blow
to Chennai’s gentle giants is an
exercise by the Greater Chennai Corporation that is steadily


by Shobha Menon

uglifying trees all across the city
in the name of care.
We’ve been watching with
growing horror as workers paint
large and beautiful old trees
– even ancient magizhams,
iluppais and maavilangams – in
garish shades of alternating
green and yellow bands which
cover a large part of the trees’

Even dead trees are painted!

height. Well, almost, as the
accompanying pictures reveal.
To add insult to injury, even
those trees which are almost
toppling at their base due to ill
health or neglect – trees that
need serious attention – still
(Continued on page 2)

Storm water drainage
works gather momentum
as rainy days loom ahead

T

he recent spate of rains left
multiple localities inundated, bringing to the fore once
again the subject of the city’s
stormwater drainage systems.
When Mayor R. Priya assumed
charge earlier this year, it was
reported that the Corporation’s primary focus would be
the expediting of storm water
drainage projects worth Rs.
184 crores based on the Thiruppugazh Committee’s interim
report, which recommended
building drains in Seethammal
Colony off Chittaranjan Salai,
P.V. Rajamannar Salai in KK
Nagar, 18th Avenue in Ashok
Nagar, Parangusuparam in
Zone 10, Sydenhams Road in

 by
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Zone 5, Habibullah Road in
Zone 9, Demellows Road, Decaster Road and Munuswamy
road in Puliyanthope. It was
also said that authorities would
carry out further stormwater
drainage works worth Rs. 250
crores based on its own findings
of water stagnation in 568 places, all with the aim of preparing
for the oncoming northeast
monsoons. While the deadline for the current projects is

set for September, over 1,033
kms of stormwater drainage
is proposed to be constructed
across the city at a total cost of
Rs. 4,070 crores over the next
three years.
The authorities are striving
to meet their promises to the
city. The GCC has dug up
close to 560 roads for the construction of storm water drains,
including streets in areas such
as Teynampet, Alwarpet, T.
Nagar, Kolathur, Kodambakkam, Velachery, Adyar and
Puliyanthope. In addition,
around 1,000 kms of drains
will be desilted as well, with
(Continued on page 2)

Points to Remember
1. Growing evidence suggests that the inclusion of trees
and other streetscape features in the roadside environment may help reduce crashes and injuries on urban
roadways.
2. Transportation safety guidelines for roadsides are generally derived from studies of high speed rural roads,
while recommendations for urban streets have been less
rigorously derived.
3. Research confirms that communities consider vegetation-bordered roads more positively.
4. Commuting by car is a stressful experience of urban
life. Research shows that drivers seeing natural roadside
views show lower levels of stress and frustration compared to those viewing all-built settings.
5. While urban foresters, designers, and planners encourage tree planting to enhance the liveability of urban
streets, conventional guidelines for transportation safety
regard trees as roadside fixed-objects that constitute
driving hazards. We need a sensitive balance of thought
processes.
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TREES DESERVES BETTER CARE
(Continued from page 1)
remain uncared for but brightly
painted (see page 1 insert picture)! An official confirms that
‘it is only to care and protect
the trees’ that such work is
undertaken and that a contract
has been awarded only recently. What ‘care’ or ‘protection’
means for our trees – especially
the greenery in our urban areas
– needs to be standardised.
Meanwhile, members of the
State Green Committee and
the District Green Committee are unaware of the whys
and wherefores of this ‘caring’
move. Since it is generally
believed that trees constitute
the main ‘green’ criteria for the
Green Committee, the rest are
all left quite perplexed.
It is true that urban populations are increasing and
we need to ensure safety and
visibility, both for commuting
traffic and pedestrians alike.
But attention to roadside trees
can be indicated by environment-friendly material and in
a more aesthetic manner, with
due respect to the ecosystem
services such greenery provides. The criteria for solution
design must address high-speed
and rural roads while dealing
sensitively with urban areas.
When new roads need to
contend with existing trees in

public spaces, the following
may be considered:
a. Roadside safety zones can
be planned where possible,
to install restraining systems
b. Optical guidance systems
or guiding posts fitted with
reflectors can be installed
next to the road to improve
traffic safety
c. Bushes and shrubbery can
be planted, for they are
environment-friendly as
well as a safe road design
measure
d. Where trees are a known
hazard but transplantation
is not an option, crash barriers can be used to provide
a larger, safer surface to
mitigate vehicle collisions
e. Where the conditions are
high-risk, methods such as
reducing planting at curves
can help rather than generalized tree removal
Our streets are not just
routes for motor vehicles. They
serve as public spaces where
people walk, shop, meet, and
participate in activities of living. This means that the trees
that line our roadsides must
matter to all citizens across
professions, ages and income
groups.
Can more citizens come
together to speak up for these
gentle beings who are our lifelines, please?

Storm water drainage works
(Continued from page 1)
nearly 300 kms covering the
Adyar zone. Further, in order
to reduce inconveniences to
residents, contractors on the
job have been issued clear
instructions to avoid damaging
sewer lines and electrical cables
while digging; residents too
have been encouraged to dial
the Corporation helpline number 1913 to complain about
civic issues in dug up roads.
It was also reported that the
Corporation re-designed the
alignment of new drains in an
effort to save trees.
The Municipal Administration and Water Supply Secretary Shiv Das Meena conducted a review of the projects
earlier this month. Based on
findings that three contractors have delayed the construction of stormwater drains
along Ambedkar College Road,
Vembuli Amman Salai and
Rangaiah Road, the Corporation Commissioner Gagandeep Singh Bedi has ordered
penal action against them in
response. The contractors have
reportedly been slapped with
a fine of Rs. 75,000 with a
warning that further delay will
invite further action.

However, challenges remain. Many report disruptions of essential services –
water and power supply, as
well as telecom services –
despite touted measures to
alleviate civic inconvenience.
Commuters complain that the
work has shrunk the width of
the roads while others point
out that the digging has left
tree roots weakened in several
stretches. Residents in several
neighbourhoods exhort the
administrative arms to coordinate with each other to ensure
that utilities are uninterrupted
and the greenery undamaged.
Based on media reports, it
is quite unarguable that the
administration seems to be
striving to do its best with this
particular project, so one hopes
that it can alleviate residents’
woes even as it races to meet
ambitious timelines. Largescale civic projects demand
collaboration between executive agencies and the public
and the stormwater drainage project is no exception.
If only the Corporation can
address residential complaints
on a more efficient footing,
the project is certain to win
the approboation of the people
when it comes to completion in
September.
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The trees are sporting new colours

I

n Chennai that was Madras,
there are we know only three
seasons – hot, hotter and hottest. Of late, The Man from
Madras Musings notices that
there is a deplorable tendency
to celebrate the hot season as
winter, with many people going
around in shawls, monkey caps
and earmuffs. But to each one’s
own and who is MMM to comment on people’s preferences?
However, no matter what the
pro-winter lobby thinks, the
seasons hardly change all that
much in our Garden of Eden,
except for the rainy season
when as we all know, the garden lies at the bottom of our
three rivers. And because the
seasons hardly change, our
trees don’t shed leaves. And
the leaves don’t change colour
either. They remain a uniform
dull grey, which in Chennai
passes off for green.
Our Government, which as
we all know is one that works,
and delivers, has evidently decided to take matters in hand.
If the trees will not change colour, then the Government has
decided to colour them. Came
a day when MMM, driving
along, found all tree trunks on
both sides of the road painted
in bands – a central band of
yellow flanked by an upper
and lower band of light green.
And what was even more puzzling, it had all been done in

and Capulets of Tamil Nadu
politics united at last in the
great beyond? MMM being
more prosaic feels that someone in babudom must have
seen tonnes of yellow and green
paint left over from the times
when we were a mom-and-pop
show and must have decided to
put them to good use.
There has been one other
disturbing thought – the colours are the same as those of
Chennai Metrorail Limited.
And as we know, practically the
whole of the city is now in the
beginning stages of one vast dig
that will hopefully culminate in
a magnificent public transport
system that we can be truly
proud of. Could it be that these
trees are all in the way of that
pathway to progress and so are
earmarked for being uprooted?
There are two reasons for this
negative view – the painted trees are all on the main
thoroughfares of the city, and
secondly, not all the trees are
painted – those that are a little
away from the roadside have
been left as they are.
But then, MMM is probably
being unnecessarily pessimistic. The paint is luminescent,
and it is probably meant to
warn those who drive about
in the dark, often with fully lit
interiors owing to spiritually
uplifting refreshment. That
Chennai, once known for top-

ance Building, buy the TVS
property on Mount Road, and
also prevent the sale of Adyar
Park Hotel (that deal at least
has since been called off). He
has also been made to edit
some governmental gobbledegook on tourism. But the idea
he received last week surely is
the most interesting thus far.
It all began with a call from a
friend to say that a friend of
the friend wanted to speak to
MMM. Could MMM’s phone
number be shared? MMM had
to agree and sure enough there
was a call from a gentleman
who said he was from a community, more a language, that
had at one time had significant
numbers in the city. In fact,
there was every chance that
Chennai that was Madras
could have gone off with that
community and become the
capital of another state. But
then we had some tough negotiators here and so the city
remained in TN. Be that as it
may, the caller asked MMM if
he, MMM, agreed to the fact
that members of his (caller’s)
community had made significant contributions to the city.
MMM said he agreed. Whereupon there was an explosion
of sorts at the other end. The
caller had found his cue to
erupt.
There followed a long
monologue about how the
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the dead watches of the night.
One evening the city went to
sleep with the tree trunks all
brown and the next morning
everyone woke up to find the
same trunks covered in colours. It all reminded MMM of
the great verse that celebrates
how morning in the bowl of
night had flung the stone that
put the stars to flight. What
was even more mysterious was
that no leader or minister or
bureaucrat had taken credit
for it. There was no flagging
off the tree-painting drive
(even by video conferencing),
no photo opps and certainly
no press statement. All very
strange and contrary to standard operating procedure. Was
this perhaps a central government initiative and hence the
dead silence? But if so, there
would have surely been much
chest-thumping over it in distant Delhi? That too had not
happened.
The choice of colour too
has put everyone into speculative gear. Chennai has for long
rejoiced in the red and the
black. We have been through
several other phases – pater
familias liked yellow while
mater dei was all for green.
Could these bands of yellow
and green then be an attempt
to show that all is peace and
amity with the Montagues

pers, is now known for topers
is a fact, and the police, quite
understandably since the outbreak of Covid are reluctant to
ask suspects to subject themselves to breathalysers. Perhaps
painting the trees green is a
good way to save the lives of
those painting the town red.

Get MMM to do it

T

he problem with running a
magazine connected with
history and heritage is that
most people think that you are
the ideal person to offload their
creative thoughts. The Man
from Madras Musings has often wondered if the late Chief
was subject to so many phone
calls that usually at some point
veer towards “Let me give you
an idea on what you should
do…” MMM gets one practically every day. In fact, his
hand trembles when he picks
up the phone. One of MMM’s
dear friends, Super Singer, has
often asked MMM as to why
he, MMM, answers every call.
SS is known for being hugely
reclusive. But then with MMM
answering the phone and returning missed calls is a matter
of duty and so he does that and
suffers in consequence.
Regular readers of this column will be aware that MMM
has in the recent past been
asked to restore Bharat Insur-

community had been completely side-lined whereas at
one time it was in the thick of
things in matters concerning
media, cinema, music, and
much else. The caller blamed
it all on politics, vote bank
calculations, fall in moral
standards, and probably threw
in global warming for good
measure (MMM had stopped
listening after a while). During
this diatribe MMM got on
with other work, all the while
looking out for that ebb in the
flow when the caller would
pause to take in breath. Over
the years MMM has become
an expert at identifying that
moment of silence. When
it came MMM immediately
rushed in – he agreed with the
caller wholeheartedly he said,
and would the caller please tell
him what he expected MMM
to do.
His friends and he had
discussed matter over said the
caller and had decided that
MMM ought to write a book
on the contributions of his
(the caller’s community). Unfortunately, he and his friends
had no idea as to where to
look for information, but the
caller was sure MMM would
find it all. MMM did not bring
up the matter of finance for
such callers usually assume

(Continued on page 3)
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Levying of penal interest

R

eacting to the news report which stated that the
Greater Chennai Corporation
[GCC] will withdraw the rebate/incentive of five per cent,
if the property tax is paid after
April 15 [for the half-year
period of April/September]
and after October 15 [for the
second half-year period of October/March], and, instead,
levy a simple interest of 2
per cent for such payments,
I sent a WhatsApp message
to the Deputy Commissioner
[Revenue & Finance], GCC,
Park Town, Chennai 600 003,
seeking his clarification on the
applicability of penal charges.
In my view, the levy of penal interest for payments made
after April 15 and October 15,
defies the logic. Simply because, such payments are well
within the half-yearly periods
and do not qualify for the penal
charges. I wish to elaborate
further.
The first half-year means
April to September and the
second half-year denotes the
October/March period. When
the first half year and the second half-year periods extend
till September and March respectively, and the payment relates to these periods, and, the
remittance of tax is made very
well within the currency of
the respective periods, such
payments cannot be considered as overdue to warrant the
levy of penal charges. To put
it differently, the question of
charging interest arises only if
the payment is made after the
due date and in this case, the
tax becomes overdue only after
the end of the respective sixmonth periods.
The DC had, within no
time, replied to the message.
While appreciating my point of
view, he stated that payments
of all kinds of tax, including
income tax, is to be made before the day prescribed in the
respective Acts. He further
elaborated that with respect
to Property tax, as per Section 104 of the Chennai City
Municipal Corporation Act,
the property tax shall be levied every half-year and shall
otherwise expressly provided
in Schedule IV, be paid by the
owner of the assessed premises within 15 days after commencement of the half-year.
He further furnished a copy of
the Tamilnadu Government

Gazette Extra-ordinary – Act
No.37 of 2018, wherein the
Clause 29-D states thus:
“If any amount remains
unpaid after the due date for
its payment, the assessee shall
pay, in addition to the amount
due, interest at such rate not
amounting two per cent simple
interest as may be prescribed.”
Notwithstanding the Acts,
rules and regulations, which
are always one-sided, the levy
of interest even for payments
made well within the currency
of the period is unjustifiable.
For the first half-year [April/
September], one can pay the
tax till September end and for
the second half-year [October/
March] till March end. Tax
paid beyond the currency of
the period should alone be
penalized.
* *

*

Affordable medicare

F

ollowing the outbreak of
Covid-19, many medical
practitioners have jacked
up their consultation fees.
Though the profession is said
to be noble, and there are a
few who still consider it as
such, and treat the patients
with a humane touch, a majority of them have become
so avaricious that they just do
not bother about the economic
conditions of the patients.
Sometime back, I accompanied a friend visiting a clinic
where the staff had asked the
patients to provide details like
their avocation, salary details
and the like. If one thought
that these details could provide
a base for the doctor to leverage
the consultation fee according
to the economic conditions of
the patients, he is definitely
wrong! Irrespective of one’s
background, this pious doctor
is cool in deciding his fees.
At his clinic, one could see a
number of portraits of seers of
a famous Mutt. While the Seer
led a very simple life providing
succour to the poor and needy
often disregarding his own and
that of his disciples wants and
needs, the doctor exhibits no
such quality nor practices what
the Seer had preached. Even
if the doctor spends a sizable
amount towards charity, well,
it will not do any good.
It is in this context, one
should look at the government-run general hospitals
where treatment is absolutely
free notwithstanding the fact

that one has to endure the
incurable disease of greasing
the palms of the ward boys
and others. Despite scaling up
the infrastructure and other
facilities at heavy cost to the
public exchequer, and, many
performing complex surgeries
using robotic systems with ease
and successfully, and proving
beyond doubt that they are
second to none in terms of
providing health care with the
help of equally competent doctors, poor patronage appears to
have been the bane of these
general hospitals. The reasons
are not far to seek.
When it comes to the question of getting treatment, the
political leaders, including
those in power, who preside
over the foundation laying
ceremony of government facilities, and wax eloquent on the
availability of state of the art
equipments and dedicate the
same to the people with much
fanfare, often prefer to get
themselves treated at private
hospitals over the government
facilities. When they themselves treat the facilities which
they create at an enormous
cost to the exchequer, with
contempt, how will the people have confidence in them?
Pressure is being exerted on
the Central Government to
fast-track the construction of
All India Institute of Medical
Sciences [AIIMS] in Madurai,
the total cost of which is said
to be in the region of Rs.2000
crore. Plans are afoot to build
a 1000-bed multi-specialty hospital on Kings Institute campus
in Guindy, Chennai, at an
estimated cost of Rs.230 crores.
All these sound good, but
if these do not get the required
patronage, the very purpose of
putting up such facilities gets
defeated.   In order to instill
trust and confidence   among
the people about the government hospitals, its doctors and
the facilities,   the political
leaders of all hues should avail
of the same. There have to be
regular impromptu visits by the
government officials, including
the Ministers to check the position of the government hospitals so as to keep the hospital
staff on high alert. Once they
keep visiting the GHs, and,
avail of the facilities, automatically, the atmosphere will
change and the upkeep and
hygiene will improve.
While the private facilities
can function in tandem, since
the cost is prohibitive, not
many can afford them.
V.S. Jayaraman

31, Motilal Street
Chennai 600 017

‘Au revoir’

Y

our warning about the only
statue of the Mahatma
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Step out for reaching
the needy

he headmistress of a school run by Chennai Corporation in
my backyard calls me once in a while.
She was a desperate person during the extreme monsoon
season late last year. The school campus, a pretty large one, was
flooded, the walls of some of the class rooms were damp and
layers of whitewash were coming off, there were leaks in some
rooms. All she wanted from me were contacts who could come
to the aid of the school.
I got a call from her top of this week. The school has just
received some two dozen computers, donated by a well-known
IT company to Chennai Corporation for distribution to its
schools. And this school has benefitted. Now who would fix
the machines? Would the school get some help in running the
machines and set them up for proper use by the high school
students?
The headmistresss though had a more basic need. She said
that she had only a few tables, enough chairs though, so she
would have to source the tables if she and her team were to put
these machines to use, and use right away. She wondered if a
donor would help.
And why was she desperate? Because the senior students
would have their computer practical exams at the end of this
month. So they needed to get going on the machines and prepare double-quick for that exam.
I marveled at the mess at this campus. And wondered at the
condition of the educational resources, support systems, and
management of such schools. And I suspect that not all is well
in the way in which these schools function.
Well, you and I cannot fix the system if it has holes all over
it. But I have realized that there are little, great things that a
community can collaborate on at such campuses.
I learnt this from a friend who loves biking down the East
Coast Road. Some years ago, his road led him down a dusty path
to a large school close to Mahabalipuram. The headmaster there
spared time to talk, to share what he and his team were doing
and the small, outside resources the school needed to pet up its
campus life. Art and craft sessions occasionally for the juniors;
some volleyball equipment to replace the worn out; spoken
English workshops for the senior students.
We put our hands together, pooled money and helped provide some of the resources the school needed.
There are a few schools – middle, high and higher secondary
schools in Mylapore zone. They have been around for many,
many years and educate a large community. But these schools
need some resources, some helping hands, some creative souls.
They do not necessarily want you to donate. They would love
to have people who reside in their backyard to perhaps organize
hobby classes or a painting camp, or provide inputs in sports, or
arrange for repairs for their PC or plumbing systems (because
they cannot wait for long for the civic body’s men to fix things).
Want to reach out to that school down the road to your
colony? Step out. — (Courtesy: Mylapore Times.)

– Vincent D’ Souza
in Chennai (MM, June 1st)
is timely in a city noted for
removing statues and bringing
them back! But you have inadvertently used the word,‘Adieu’
which means farewell; ’au revoir’ which means ‘farewell

till we meet again’ would have
been more appropriate!
Dr. G. Sundaram, IAS (R)
A-601,“Dugar Apartments”
Keshav Perumal Puram
Greenways Road
Chennai 600 028

SHORT ’N’ SNAPPY
(Continued from page 2)
that MMM owns a bank
and can therefore bankroll
it all. “Let us know once you
have completed it MMM,”
said the caller. “And we will
give it all the publicity we
can. We are with you in this
noble endeavour. Just get on
with it.”
MMM hung up. In his
view this call was of the

same variety as the one
with the lady who called
asking MMM to do something about the pathetic
condition of her old college.
When MMM asked her as to
why she did not do anything
about it the response was
why, she had called MMM
to ask him to do something.
Was that not enough?

– MMM
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Madras in 1759 – II
Last fortnight we published
the first section of this extract,
taken from the Grand Gazetter
(sic) of Exeter. That was on the
White Town, or Fort St George.
The second and concluding
part deals with old Black Town,
located as it was just behind
the Fort and which in the 1760s
was demolished to make way
for an Esplanade, which in
turn made way for the High
Court and the Law College in
the 1880s. This description
of Black Town is therefore of
a settlement of which there
is no trace now. The account
seems to be based on three
different sources, who wrote of
old Madras at different times –
Ensign Thomas Salmon (1699),
Charles Lockyer (1702) and
Captain James Hamilton (mid
18th century).
One of the notable aspects
in the description below is
the town wall, which seems
to have had only five gates as
opposed to the usually documented seven. The Cooum
was prone to flooding then
but it also seems to have had
the problem of the sand bar
at its mouth, which continues to plague it. The Island
was not yet a military establishment and seems to have
been pasture. The Armenian
Church and the Town Pagoda
(the Chenna Kesava Perumal
Temple) are mentioned. The
pagod outside town is the Mallikarjuna Swami temple now in
Lingi Chetty Street, which was
then not within the wall. The
streets of Old Black Town from
this description seem to have
been much better than those
in the Chennai of today! The
account notes with some wonder about the Indian tendency
to bathe several times a day,
which the English, who rarely
bathed in England, must have
considered odd. Devadasis too
get their fair space. San Thome
and St Thomas Mount are mentioned as are the proselytising
tendencies of Catholic priests.
The demand for cow dung
seems to have been insatiable. Of greater interest are the
details of goods in demand
for import and export. The city
seems to have been fond of
its alcohol. Oh yes, a couple
of other things – water was
scarce, the weather was bad,
and then, as now, we lived in
religious harmony.
– Sriram V

he Black Town, by much the
largest, is so called because
it is inhabited by the Gentoo
[Indian pagans], Mohammedan, and Indian Christians, viz
Armenians, Portuguese, etc.
who each have a church or
temple. ‘Tis more than half a
mile in composition. Has brick
walls 17 feet thick on landside
with modern bastions, a river
on west, the sea on east, and to
north a canal cut from the river
to the sea, which then serves as
a Moat so that Madras might be
reckoned a strong town where
the Garrison is answerable to
the fortifications; but it consists
of but 100 men 1/3rd of whom
are Topazes or Portuguese Indians. The river falls at half a mile
distance into sea; but before
the wet season the bar is cut to
widen its passage, else it would
overflow the country. It runs thus
with a great stream two months
a year; after which the bar closes

 Our

Series on Prof. Krishnamoorthy Srinivas, his Life and
his Work – V.

Early Research

LOST LANDMARKS OF CHENNAI
– SRIRAM V
of itself and forms a peninsula
three miles round, which feeds
a number of sheep, hogs, cows;
but the soil is so poor the cattle
would starve had they no other
sustenance. The town has five
gates, two of which are opened
anytime of night for unsuspected passengers, but the other
three never after 6:00 o’clock.
The streets are wide, straight,
paved each side with brick; but
the middle is sand for passage of
carts, etc. Where are no houses,
there are causeways planted
with trees ever verdant; and by
its situation betwixt its river and
the sea there are few towns so
pleasant, or better supplied. But
except a few brick houses, the
rest are sorry houses of clay and
thatched. Those of the better
sort of Indians are of the same
materials and built in one form
with a little square in the middle,
from which they receive all their
light. A stranger seldom enters
farther than the little sheds,
supported by pillars, before the
door, where they sit cross legged
morning and evening, to transact
business.
The great streets of the bazaar
are crowded with people; and
though the houses are so small,
they are thronged, 6 or 7 people
sleeping in one little room on a
floor mat; yet are they generally
very wealthy and all very neat,
washing themselves several times
a day. Here is an Exchange, an

Armenian church, and a pagod
with chapels for every tribe. The
lesser ones, supported by pillars
have obscene figures carved on
the walls, and monstrous images
on the outside. Abundance of
singing women are devoted to
the service of the pagod very
young, and spend part of their
time in singing anthems to the
idols, and the other part with
their gallants. They have another pagod without the town.
Besides this Black Town, several
neighbouring villages [which
were purchased of the King of
Golconda] where abundance of
rice grows, are under government of the East India company,
and yield it a considerable revenue. They have also a house and
garden on Saint Thomas Mount
7 or 8 miles to west of Fort Saint
George, 6 northwest from Saint
Thomas town. There are two
mounts. The avenues and sides
of the greater are full of houses
belonging to Portuguese, Armenians, and especially to the English. When European ships are
sailed from Madras harbour, half
the Gentry go to rusticate several
months in this place.
There are gardens for half a
mile together beyond the Black
Town, planted with mangoes
coconuts, guavas, oranges, etc.
The English burial ground without Town makes a good show, the
tombs being erected in lines, and
decorated variously. The others

have their several burial places
west of Black Town; and there
the English have their kitchen
and flower gardens. Powder is
made for the Garrison in an
island a gunshot from town. The
chief revenues of the company
arise from customs of 5 percent
on goods imported and exported
by sea; land custom of two and a
half percent on cloth provisions,
etc, anchorage passes, coinage,
etc. Duties altogether are very
considerable; for the mint alone
brings in about 1000 pagodas a
month. Other particular duties
are too many to be here specifying. The inhabitants within the
companies bounds have been
by Mr. Lockyer computed no
less than 300,000 souls whom
6 or 7000 Moors; But Hamilton
allows those of the towns and villages to be no more than 80,000
and of them but 500 Europeans.
They trade to all parts east of
the Cape of Good Hope; but the
greatest ships use the Mecca,
Persia and Surat markets, with
Bengal and China commodities,
and touch by the way on the
Malabar coast for pepper Cocoa
coir, and drugs, the produce of
that coast. The European goods
which here sell best are lead,
wine, beer, ale, cider, cheese,
cloth hats, fine ribbands, gold
and silver lace thread and worsted stockings, flintware, looking
glasses, light coloured wigs, stuffs
for coats with trimming, cases of

spirit, cherry brandy, case knives,
tinware, tobacco pipes, haberdashery. Returns are made to
Europe in all the product of the
Indies, particularly cotton cloth
and muslins which are cheaper
here than at Surat, but dearer
than in Bengal. A very high surf
here breaking sometimes a great
way from shore. English boats are
of no use for landing or shipping
goods; therefore masula are employed being large flat bottomed,
ill shaped boats not nailed but
sewed together with coir twine,
which makes them so pliable
that the planks never part. The
inhabitants are healthfull, and of
ruddy complexion, though it is
excessive hot 4 or 5 hours a day,
but these are indeed succeeded
by cooling sea breezes; and they
are much refreshed by bathing,
and their delicious fruits. Here
are some chariots and chaises;
but horses are dear, especially
Persian stone horses which are
sometimes valued above 150
pounds. The country people
often ride on bulls; buffaloes are
used in carts and tillage; and
great herds are kept for milk
with which the markets are
plentifully supplied. Cow dung
is the firing and brought by way
of toll from the country pagans;
a prerogative which the Dutch
on this coast could never obtain.
No less than 30,000 of them are
employed in such monopoly of
cow dung.
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Research and collaboration
at VHS

The Black town

T
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A PL480 grant toward Rehabilitation Measures for Developmental Disabilities in
Children was awarded to Dr.
Srinivas at Durgabai Deshmukh
Hospital and Andhra Mahila
Sabha, a charitable registered
NGO organisation. This institution had started with an
initial focus on women’s health
and empowerment and child
health. Dr. Srinivas was already
associated with the centre to offer his team’s expertise in the area
of developmental disabilities.
The PL480 funding was a welcome incentive to streamline the
programme of developmental
disability rehabilitation. The
assessment and progress on
follow up were recorded with
meticulous care and provided invaluable qualitative and
quantitative data for clinical
research and on weighing the
possibilities of graded progress
these children could achieve
with rehabilitation as against no
intervention. Dr. Mani, was the
orthopaedician of the team.
Antenatal care and early detection of developmental disabilities was encouraged. Twice
a week our Neurology team,
headed by Srinivas would go
for two hours in the afternoon, to Durgabai Deshmukh
hospital (Andhra Mahila
Sabha), close to VHS, to assess

Captain Hamilton says this is
one of the most incommodious
situations, because the raging
sea often threatens destruction
by inundations as does the river
in rainy season; because the river,
which is salt, obstructs all fresh
springs so that there is none fit to
be drunk within a mile; because
it is so hot from April to September, that where it not for the sea
breezes it would not be habitable.
He adds that the diamond mines
being better weeks journey off,
they are pretty plenty here; but
that few large ones are brought
to its market since that great diamond which was sent to England
by Governor Pitt. Lockyer says
the brahmins here divert themselves, as our boys do come up by
letting up paper kites; and there’s
a very large one, painted and
decked with tassels, and stream-

the lined up cases. Srinivas himself or one of us would do the
medical/neurological assessment. Palekar, our occupational
therapist became an expert at
neurodevelopmental assessment,
and could pick up the subtlest
deformity and analyse it, so that
therapy followed the correct scientific methods. Mohan was our
physiotherapist with priceless
skill in his field. Jalaludeen was
the special educator of our group.
He had built a reputation of effecting significant improvement
in the behaviour and mental
performance of a large number
of mentally challenged, ADHD
and ASD children of our departments. Children who needed
continued therapy were advised
to follow up in our department at
VHS. Creating awareness, counseling the parents and siblings,
including genetic counseling,
were part of the management
routine.

Scaling Up
Over a period of four decades,
the department of Neurology at
VHS, grew in strength slowly but
steadily. Eventually housed in
over 5000 square feet of comprehensive space, assiduously refurbished, following World Health
Organisation recommendations,
and adopting a multidisciplinary
approach.
The staff include consultants
in Neurology, General Medicine
and Neurobehaviour, junior doctors trainees who spend a period of
internship in the department,

ers of died paper and muslin. The
people call it the pagoda, or God
kite, and salute it accordingly
when they see it in the air. A
piece of thin bamboo across the
forepart makes such a humming
noise in the wind, that it may be
heard one mile and a half off. We
conclude with an addition or two
from Salmon. The Moguls generals, says he, sometimes visit this
place, demanding tribute or presents from the governor, which
he is obliged to comply with; for
though he might defend himself
against these forces, which consists chiefly of horse, yet are they
able to ruin the company trade,
and cut off their communication
with the country, and though
the English purchased this settlement as above said, the Mogul
afterwards making a conquest of
the country, he looks on himself

Prof. Srinivas receives the Meritorious Certificate Award for Distinguished Service in Community Neurology from VHS
President Prof. M.S. Swaminathan and Mr. V.K. Subba Raj, Health Secretary, Govt. of Tamil Nadu.

clinical psychologist, medical and
psychiatric social workers, physiotherapists, special educators,
dietician and speech therapist
(the last on call.)
A formal Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) initiative
launched by the projects team
brought in greater awareness
among industrialists to contribute towards healthcare for the
have-nots. Many donors were
enthused into supporting newer
avenues of development, with a
keen sense of participation. The
new entrants in this CSR scheme
added to the department coffers, allowing scope for further

entitled to this as well as the rest
of the towns in Golconda Kingdom. He observes that a universal toleration reign here; no
disputes about religion, or riots,
or tumults disturb the peace; and
robberies are here scarce ever
heard of. The unhappiest people,
says he are the company’s soldiers, who are prisoners for life,
never suffered to stir out of town,
and whipped at the post for every
trivial offence; though it must
be confessed the pay is good
considering the cheapness of
provisions, etc. As to to the two
Protestant divines above mentioned, he says that converting
the Indians seems not any part of
their business; this is left entirely
to the popish missionaries who
practice even upon the slaves of
the Protestant inhabitants, and
make good Catholics of them.

expansion. TINS-VHS became a
formal amalgamation of several
efforts.
The K. Gopalakrishna department of Neurology, supported by
the UCAL group is the flagship
clinical department that is focused
towards providing compre hensive clinical care for the
neurological patient at subsidised rates, covering over 4,000
patients a year.
The T.S. Srinivasan Centre
for Clinical Neurosciences, supported by the TVS Motor Co.
Ltd. and Sundaram Clayton is
the flagship academic department with international links
and projects focused on providing world class education. The
centre has more recently adopted a health policy agenda with
national and international links:
The M.V. Arunachalam
Centre for Information and Education in Neuroscience – for
education, counselling and support system for patients with
neurological diseases and their
families.
The Deepa Krishnan
C omprehensive Child Neuro
development Unit.
The Hindu Neurological
D atabase Centre and the G.
Narasimhan Library.
The Vinothan Comprehensive Epilepsy Care Unit.
Sundaram Finance Neuro
rehabilitation Suite.
Madhuram Narayanan Vascular and Autonomic Function
Unit and,
Lasersoft Ltd supported Technology Partnerships.

Clinical Research
As an academically oriented
department, our clinical work
with detailed case records spilt
over spontaneously to clinical
research questions.
The Stroke project, an ongoing project of the department
over several years, had an early
impact in the community health
aspects with improved awareness
of the risk factors. The department has published some significant hospital-based qualitative
and quantitative data on stroke.
Alcoholism, binge drinking
and young stroke were other areas of research focus for Srinivas
and his team, which sparked off
several hospital-based and community based studies.
Epilepsy was another large
area of clinical and research
interest. Drug compliance and
regular follow up improved gradually with epilepsy counseling
of patient and family. With the
establishment of the dedicated
epilepsy cell of TINS, individual
psychosocial comorbidities of
epilepsy received more attention.
At community level, TINS battled against the stigma attached
to the disorder.
Dr. N.D. Ramanujam is the
clinical consultant from TINS
to the Gaitonde AIDS centre of
VHS and has generated interesting data towards publication,
regarding the neurological complications of AIDS.

(To be concluded
next fortnight)
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Growth plans for the State
B

y 2030, Tamil Nadu, plans
to emerge a trillion-dollar
economy and will become the
richest state in India. At that
value, she would be five times
the India of 1991 and as big as
India in 2007. Two areas, namely Infrastructure and MSME,
are central to this giant leap
forward.

Infrastructure
Examples of infrastructure
include transportation, telecommunication, power and
water supplies. Tamil Nadu’s
infrastructure is reflected in the
following.
City roads are getting congested with every passing day.
A lot more flyovers are needed.
Lack of mass transport connectivity creates traffic chaos.
While industrial areas are developed, adequate social amenities must be designed in the
vicinity. This and not proximity
to Chennai, will then become
the USP.
Most companies export
through Chennai, Ennore and
Kattupalli ports. All three face
infrastructure issues leading to
delays and higher costs.
Chennai has a domestic cum
international airport, housed
in the current heartland of the
city. This is unlike Bengaluru
and Hyderabad, where thev are
located far away from the city
thus allowing these airports to
be more spacious and extravagant.
Power cost in TN for the industry is high. Thanks to wind
and solar renewable sources of
power, both abundant in the
state, Tamil Nadu can offer one
of the lowest cost of power to
industry.
Climate change and general
apathy are bringing Chennai
close to a manmade disaster,
of water shortages. The city’s
average rainfall is almost twice

that of London’s. Yet two years
ago, it became one of the first
major cities in the world to run
out of water. As the city grew,
vast areas of the surrounding
lakes and ponds disappeared.
In the last 125 years, Chennai’s
water bodies shrank from 12.6
square kilometres to about 3.2
square kilometres. According
to Anna University, by 2030, 60
per cent of the city’s groundwater will be critically degraded.

What must the State do
right by 2030?
TN must develop infrastructure at a faster pace to match
those existing in the western
world.
Roads are what impress a
visitor. Create top-quality roads
inside the city and keep them
clean and maintain them well.
Bring in accountability for contractors if streets break down
within a specified period of
construction. Engage third-party service providers to keep the
city spic and span.
Work with global project
management skills and make
the metro completely functional by 2028. Bring in international experts in project
management, if required.
Implement a user-friendly
mass transport network along
the highly-industrialised corridors to enable staff to commute
fast. This would mean seamless
travel to Siruseri, Chengalpet or
Gummidipoondi.
Rationalise the Metro train
fares to reasonable levels, as it is
twice as expensive as a bus fare.
Once people are accustomed
to the comfort, travel volume
can pick up to capacity and the
tariff can be increased gradually.
Road connectivity to ports
needs to be improved and other transport modes explored.
Establish CFS near the industry clusters. Expand port

facilities and set up a transhipment hub like Singapore.
Convert the state itself into a
massive logistics hub. The work
in the port should be simplified, streamlined and paperless.
Make extensive use of the long
coastline.
Replace old coal power
plants and move towards renewables. Address the availability of Natural Gas at internationally competitive prices. The
state has tremendous potential
to emerge a manufacturing hub
for renewable energy. In Odanthurai village, the Panchayats
have put up their solar plants.
Encourage rooftop solar in a
big way.
The state must practise rain
water harvesting as a religion.
Water-saving and recycling are
equally important. Execute the
plan to restore some temple
 by
Unnikrishnan A.R.

Managing Director
Saint-Gobain India
Private Limited

tanks and build hundreds of
new ones with green slopes
throughout the city to absorb
and filter heavy rains, recharge
the groundwater and store water for use during dry months.
Encourage people to decrowd Chennai. Let companies
set up units outside and bring
development to other cities.
Implementation of the smart
city project in these locations
can be an excellent first step in
improving the living conditions.
Chennai lags behind in living
conditions and implementing
innovative city projects can
help.
In TN, land availability is
emerging as the first criterion
for setting up the industry.

Develop connectivity to the
hinterland ports before buying
and developing land for new
industries. Land price is so
prohibitively high that MSMEs
can’t afford these and large
sectors cannot function without
MSMs supporting them.
Rebuild urban spaces, plant
trees and make the environment lovely to live in. Investors
will invest if they find clean
surroundings.

Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises
Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises (MSME) constitute
a vast majority of the industry
mind space. They have a crucial
role in building an economy
because they are home to startups. For that, they need support
from the ecosystem. What goes
in their favour is that they can
quickly adapt to proven practices. Also, start-ups, the cousins
of MSMEs, are hotbeds of innovation. MSMEs face problems
articulated below.
Many companies follow archaic production techniques
and do not have access to stateof-the-art technology. This has
led to operational inefficiencies
and management issues and
stymied their growth plans.
Several of them are unaware
of the incentives offered by the
government to aid CapEx and
working capital requirements
like capital subsidies and interest equalisation.
MSMEs find it difficult to
access resources, including topflight human talent. The pay
is not at the leading edge and
does not attract the best people
to work for them. Bankers find
them too risky to lend and customers have serious trust issues
without a strong brand.

What must the State do
right by 2030?
1. Corporates must support
MSMEs by taking them into
their supply network and
work closely to transfer best
practices. Skill sets required
for IoT, ML and Robotics
should be made available
for large companies and
companies along the supply
chains and vendor networks.
2. MSMEs must:
a. Employ graduate
e ngineers and pay them
handsomely. Hire competent managers to transform
into a professional company.
b. Go totally online, adopt
new technologies, accept
payments and foster inhouse innovation.
3. Government must help
MSMEs by:
a. Facilitating growth by

providing access to local
and global markets, offering
assistance for innovation
and assuring money for expansion.
b. Creating a globally competitive MSME pool by providing the required business
support infrastructure.
c. Establishing a cluster
purchase platform to pool in
requirements from multiple
buyers and place an order
with the supplier. This will
provide economies of scale.
4. Depending on the sub-segment to which MSMEs
belong, the nature of support from the government
should be different:
a. Early- stage start-ups
(those in the proof-of-concept stage) need cultural
and education ecosystems
that foster entrepreneurship.
b. Established successful
start-ups (those with a minimally viable product) need
processes, talent and money
access.
c. Growing medium-size
companies (with business
models with a competitive edge) need access to
foreign markets, increased
operational efficiency and
technology adoption.
5. Some activities the government can undertake are:
a. Promote start-up hubs,
including branding a city.
The plan should be 100
startups a year.
b. Provide venture-capital
funds (VCFs) to start-ups as
governments look to these
startups to boost innovation
and growth.
c. Launch scale-up programmes that help MSMEs’ access international
finance, brand building,
global networking, consulting and mentorship.
d. Develop a one-stop platform to access any government service, programme
and data. Make them a
marketplace for business
opportunities and provide
links to financial institutions, advisers and legal
services.
These are just a few dimensions that need a multipronged
approach to make the state a
destination of choice. By 2030,
the state can be not just a $1
trillion economy but TAMIL
(Talented, Attractive, Modern,
Innovative, Limitless) Nadu
in its true sense. – (Edited excerpts from the document Enterprising Tamil Nadu brought
out by the CEO Forum of CII).
Courtesy: Industrial Economist,
March-April, 2022.
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A place called Park Town
P

ark Town – two little words
that conjure up a host of
emotions and memories! It is a
small neighbourhood situated
close to Central Railway Station and Anglo-Indians lived
mainly on four streets – Jesson
Street, Kolandai Street, Anthony Street and Pereira Street.
Come with me as I take a walk
down “memory lane” trying to

picture the way things were in
Madras!
Many Anglo-Indian families lived there once upon
a time. I can remember the
Martins, Maidens, Alexanders,
Kelus, Foncecas, Allens, Rabels,
Donaghues, Daniels, Halliburtons, Somasundarams, Kauls –
all great families! Loving, kind
and caring!

Park Town Anglo-Indian children at a birthday party.

You can contribute to
CHENNAI HERITAGE

St. Anthony’s Church
stands in the middle of Kolandai Street. A small church, but a
very huge and important part of
our lives. As I gaze at the closed
church door, I image the Park
Town people passing through
that door – dressed up for Sunday Mass or Adoration (Holy
Hour) or perhaps the Way of
the Cross. It also reminds me
of the procession taken out in
honour of St. Anthony. I can
see the little flower girls dressed
in white and the men and boys
taking turns to carry the car
bearing the statue of St. Anthony. The old ones, the young
ones – everybody taking part, I
can almost hear the prayers and
the choir singing! Suddenly the
Church bell shatters my reverie
– but it also brings memories of
all my friends playing happily on
the streets. At the sound of the
Angelus Bell they run home to
recite the Angelus with the rest
of the family.
I turn around and look up
at the Rabels’ house – and
my mind conjures up a vivid
image of Mr. Frank Rabel – the
“Sheriff ” of Park Town. At
once, I think of all the fantastic
picnics organised by him. I can
picture the town folk enjoying
themselves at Ennore or at
Covelong beach. Some playing
in the water or in the sand,
somebody playing the guitar

and of course the singing! Ah...
wonderful and happy times! I
glance at the Parish Hall and
the memories come flooding
in – Whist Drives, Tombolo,
Socials, “Catechism Day” concerts, the indoor games, and
the little library tucked away in
the corner.
My thoughts meander on to
December time and I find myself
shopping at the once-famous

As a token of your support for the causes of heritage,
environment and a better city that Madras Musings
espouses, you can subscribe to Madras Musings –
the annual subscription is Rs 100 and we welcome
additional donations too to keep us going. You can make
your payments to our bank account as below:

Chennai Heritage
Indian Bank, Alwarpet Branch
CA No. 413158606 IFSC : IDIB000A013
Please make sure you send an email to
Chennaiheritage2017@gmail.com with transfer details
so that we can acknowledge receipt.

Doris Fonreca used to assist children for their First Holy Communion.

If you are a new subscriber, you need to send us details
of your name and address as well. If you are renewing
your subscription make sure you quote your subscription
number as reference. This is the number that is on the
wrapper of your copy of Madras Musings.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Readers,
Please email all your letters, comments, additional
remarks, brickbats and bouquets to editor@
madrasmusings.com
– THE EDITOR
Anglo-Indian wedding at Trinity Chapel.

Moore Market and looking
starry-eyed at the Christmas
decorations. The celebrations
leading up to Christmas are a
week-long event at Park Town.
Each day is ear-marked for
some celebration or the other –
Children’s fancy dress, Adults’
fancy dress, tea and games for
children. Socials and Amateur
Nights. On Christmas Eve,
Santa distributes toys to the
children. Their happy faces outshine the lights on the Christmas Times. As I stroll along
I can almost hear the carol
singers as they visit every house,
and then something unique –
groups of children serenading
to the homes of their friends
and neighbours. As I linger over
this image, I can almost smell
the home-baked cakes. kul kuls
and rose cookies! Those days
will never come back!
Suddenly, I remember a little
park called “Bandstand” – a
perfect place for teenage boys
to hang out and smoke that
forbidden cigarette. It was also a
perfect place for the girls to “accidently” stroll past and be admired by the boys! As I chuckle
at this memory, I come down to
earth with a hard bump! There,
reality stares me in the face! All
I can see are hotels, lodges, and
wholesale plastic shops. I sadly
realize that I have come to the
end of my walk down “memory
lane”.
I leave Park Town, with a
heart tilled with joy and happiness for everything that WAS.
At the same time, my eyes fill
with tears, as I bow my head in
sorrow to mourn the death of
this wonderful place – a place
called Park Town... – Mary
Forbes (Courtesy: Anglos in the
Wind, April 2022.)
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Chess Olympiad on the
Coromandel Coast
I

ndia is no stranger to hosting
major international events.
The country has played host
to the first Asian Games in
1951 and again in 1982 with
both events being held in New
Delhi. The capital was also the
venue of the Commonwealth
Games in 2010. In addition
several world meets in various
sports have been staged here.
Over the years the facilities
and infrastructure have been
developed to host such meets.
But it is safe to say that the
44th Chess Olympiad to be
held at Mahabalipuram near
Chennai from July 28 to August 10 will be the biggest ever
sporting event held in India.
On sheer numbers the
Chess Olympiad being held
in India for the first time and
in Asia after 30 years will be
a logistical challenge. Around
2000 participants from nearly
180 nations will participate and
that fact along is of the mind
boggling and eye rubbing variety. However as the secretary
general of the All India Chess
Federation Bharat Singh Chauhan put it “it takes four years to
prepare for such an event. We
are doing it in four months.”
Conducting such a mega

event would require co-operation from several agencies
and it is because of this that
the country is going to proudly host the Chess Olympiad
which has a hoary tradition
being held for the first time in
1927. The event was originally
scheduled to be held in Minsk,
Belarus and was later shifted to
Moscow. The conflict between
Russia and Ukraine however
meant that an alternative venue had to be found and India
given its status as a chess superpower in the world emerged as
a possible choice.
The search then began for
a suitable venue when Tamil
Nadu Chief Minister M.K. Stalin, a keen sports lover stepped
in and approved the project in
48 hours for the Olympiad to
be held in the state.
It still needed the nod from
the International Chess Federation (FIDE) and it was
here that Viswanathan Anand
played a vital role. India’s first
GM has known the FIDE president Arkady Dvorkovich for
some time and he got him to
come to Chennai and inspect
the facilities. Dvorkovich along
with a team from FIDE came
down to Chennai, went around

various possible choices and
finally zeroed down on Mahabalipuram. Developments then
followed swiftly. As the FIDE
chief said “we didn’t have time
for proper bidding process. It
was just informal discussions
and there was nothing comparable to what India offered” he
said adding that he was pleased
with the speed at which the
AICF with support from the
Tamil Nadu government had
finalised everything.
Anand too was happy with
his efforts to get the prestigious
event to his home state. He
spared no effort in thank-



vast majority of the 73 Indian
GMs are from the southern
metropolis. In any case it is not
for the first time that Chennai
will be hosting a major international chess event. In 2013, the
World Chess Championship
match was held in the city
with the then Chief Minister
J. Jayalalitha playing a major
role in getting the event to
Chennai. Anand the reigning
world champion and challenger Magnus Carlsen competed
against each other with the
latter winning it to emerge the
new world champion.
This time if not Chennai

by Partab Ramchand

ing Stalin adding that he was
delighted that Chennai was
hosting the Olympiad while
expressing confidence that it
would be a great success. For
his part Stalin has assured all
help during the conduct of the
tournament.
It is somehow fitting that
Chennai will be hosting the
event. For one thing it has
produced Anand. Second the

Mahabalipuram a heritage venue and a well known tourist
spot some 55 kilometres south
of the city got the nod and
Sanjay Kapur, AICF president
cited three reasons for this – the
sanctity of the place, the heritage associated with it and the
logistics. The last reason could
well be a major problem with so
many participants from so many
countries. Fortunately there are

a number of beach resorts near
Mahabalipuram and so accommodation is taken care of.
There is little doubt that the
conduct of the Olympiad in the
country will give a big boost to
chess in the country. Already
enjoying superpower status –
India is ranked No. 4 behind
US, Russia and China – it is
hoped that the chess fraternity
will benefit hugely as a result.
Anand for one is in no doubt at
all. The five-time world champion is firmly of the view that
with many youngsters able to
attend the tournament, see the
top players and interact with
them will have a considerable
impact on them as well as on
the chess scenario as a whole.
Also as host India will have
the privilege of fielding two
teams and this will boost the
hopes of a good performance.
India’s recent showing in the
Olympiad has been encouraging. In 2014 in Norway the
country bagged a bronze. Six
years later it shared the gold
medal with Russia in the first
ever online Chess Olympiad
held after the pandemic broke
out. In the second edition of
the online Olympiad last year
India again won a bronze.
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